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Most of my Data Science work is in Behavioural 

Biometrics as a practicing Research Data Scientist 



Roadamap  

•Think Big with IoT 

∙Data Science overview 

∙Data Science for IoT – landscape 

∙Machine Learning 

∙Internet of Things 

∙Sensors and Networks – an overview 

∙Implementation models 

∙Complex event processing 

∙Streaming 
 



∙ Streaming 

∙ Edge Processing 

∙ Deep Learning 

∙ AI – ML and DL 

∙ Dynamics between AI and IoT 

∙ Tensorflow and Keras – an implementation  

∙ Methodology for solving AI and IoT problems  
 



About you .. 

Background?  

What do you hope to learn? 

Data Science background? 

Development background? 



Data is the new oil … But a Data strategy for competitive 

advantage is needed which comprises of .. 

•Big Data 

•Machine Learning and Deep Learning(AI) 

•Deployment(docker, kubernetes) 

With IoT – We add the complexity of where data is 

processed (Edge, Cloud, Stream) and where the model is 

deployed 

 



https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-internet-
of-things/ 

https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-internet-of-things/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-internet-of-things/


Source: https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-
internet-of-things/ 

∙McKinsey & Co. estimates a potential economic impact of IoT 
systems of as much as $11.1 trillion per year in 
2025.  Approximately 70% of the value is derived from B2B 
applications. 

∙GE believes the IoT will add $10 to $15 trillion to worldwide GDP 
growth by 2030—the equivalent of China’s entire current 
economy. 

∙Intel forecasts 200 billion connected devices by 2020, nearly 25 
connected devices for every person on earth. 

∙IBM believes that making sense of data embedded in intelligent 
devices is creating a significant market opportunity that is 
expected to reach $1.7 trillion by 2020. 

However 

McKinsey also found that currently only 1% of sensor data from 
an oil rig with 30,000+ sensors is examined. 

 

https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-internet-of-things/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/28/keep-calm-and-automate-to-unlock-the-opportunity-in-the-vertical-internet-of-things/




• Artificial intelligence can speed up data’s ingestion-to-

insight cycle, but training AI models is non trivial 

(compute heavy) 

• For IoT devices(Edge) this means models will be 

trained in the Cloud and deployed at the Edge 

• within a decade, 99 percent of internet of things data 

will live and die at the edge.(wikibon) 

•  There is a wider trends towards this ex Field-

programmable gate arrays, application-specific 

integrated circuits and neurosynaptic chips 

https://siliconangle.com/blog/2017/09/27/open-source-community-pushing-big-data-ai-realm-bigdatanyc/




SELF-DRIVING BOATS TO BE 
UNLEASHED IN AMSTERDAM 
BY KIERON MONKS, FOR CNN 

HTTP://EDITION.CNN.COM/2016/10/12/DESIGN/SELF-DRIVING-BOATS-MIT/INDEX.HTML 

 

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/10/12/design/self-driving-boats-mit/index.html




(CNN)As self-driving cars begin to appear on public 

highways, the first autonomous boats are heading for the 

waterways of Amsterdam. 

The "Roboat" is expected to make its maiden voyage in 

2017, the product of a $27 million collaboration between 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the 

Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions 

(AMS). 

http://money.cnn.com/2016/09/19/technology/autonomous-car-government-guidelines/
http://senseable.mit.edu/roboat/


If trials are successful, a fleet of Roboats will soon be operating 
in the Dutch capital, and around the world. 



Roboats will be fitted with a battery of sensors to deliver 
sophisticated data on water and air quality, as well as 
information on pollution -- including the numerous bicycles 
that fall in the city's canals each year. 
 
"Air quality measures usually come from a few places in a city 
that do not tell you much about human exposure," says 
Professor Carlo Ratti, Director of the MIT Senseable City Lab. 
"The next level is to monitor in a ubiquitous way with a lot of 
fine-grained measurement...which we can do with this 
platform.“ 
 
The team hope this data could inform policy to improve air 
and water quality in Amsterdam, and eventually in countries 
such as India where dirty water is a deadly threat. 

http://senseable.mit.edu/
http://water.org/country/india/
http://water.org/country/india/
http://water.org/country/india/




Future fleet 

The field of self-driving boats is likely to expand in the 

coming years, with several companies developing new 

designs. 

Rolls Royce has announced plans for an autonomous cargo 

vesselRolls Royce has announced plans for an autonomous 

cargo vessel, although this has faced opposition from the 

shipping industry over safety and piracy concerns. 

But the relatively calm waters of Amsterdam could offer the 

ideal proving ground for autonomous vessels, says Ajit 

Jaokar, who teaches "Data Science for the Internet of Things" at 

the University of Oxford. 

http://www.rolls-royce.com/media/press-releases/yr-2016/21-06-2016-rr-publishes-vision-of-the-future-of-remote-and-autonomous-shipping.aspx
http://www.rolls-royce.com/media/press-releases/yr-2016/21-06-2016-rr-publishes-vision-of-the-future-of-remote-and-autonomous-shipping.aspx
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-02-25/rolls-royce-drone-ships-challenge-375-billion-industry-freight
https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/data-science-for-the-internet-of-things-iot


"I do not see the same (safety) issues here," he says. "As with all 

AI applications, Roboat will get better as it navigates more 

waterways. Once a model is developed, it could train other boats." 

Professor Ratti says the project has received interest from cities 

around the world, eager to apply the technology. 

He also believes the system could be used with many other types 

of vessels to reduce fatal accidents at sea. 

If the Amsterdam project is successful, the history of autonomous 

vehicles could receive a significant update. 





DATA SCIENCE OVERVIEW  









Machine Learning – Data Science and 
IoT 
• The big picture 
• Machine learning 
• Internet of things 
• Sensors and networks 
• Big Data 
• Complex event processing 
• Streaming 
• Edge processing 
• Enterprise AI layer 
• Types of Analytics 



Deep Learning and AI  

• What is deep learning 
AI vs.. Deep Learning vs.. Machine Learning 

• What problem does Deep Learning address? 
• Twelve types of AI problems 
• The evolution of AI 
• Top 10 AI technologies 
• Deep Learning Libraries 
• Dynamics between AI and IoT 



THE BIG PICTURE  
THE DATA SCIENCE AND IOT 

LANDSCAPE 



You are here!!  





Working Problems Like a Data Scientist 

OSEMN Process (Hilary Mason and Chris Wiggins) 

1.Obtain Data : ex JSON and scripting languages 

2.Scrub Data  

3.Explore Data: “Explore” in this case refers to exploratory data 
analysis (aka: no hypothesis that is being tested and no 
predictions that are being evaluated). 

• Command Line Tools 

• Histograms 

• Dimensionality Reduction Methods  

• Clustering to expose natural groupings in the data 

 



4. Model Data (machine learning stage): Here, we apply the 

predictive models (regression, classification etc.). A model’s 

predictive accuracy can be evaluated by how well it performs on 

unseen data. 

5. Interpret Results: In contrast to prediction which can be 

evaluated quantitatively, whereas interpretation is softer and 

qualitative and often visual. 

 





MACHINE LEARNING 



What is Machine Learning? 

Mitchell’s Machine Learning 

“The field of machine 

learning is concerned 

with the question of how to 

construct computer programs 

that automatically improve 

with experience.”  
 

Formally 

“A computer program is said 

to learn from experience (E) 

with respect to some class of 

tasks (T), and performance 

measure (P), if its performanc

e at tasks in T, as measured b

y P, improves with 

experience (E).”  
 



From a Programmers Perspective  

Think of it as a design tool used to understand: 

What data we collect for the experience (E), what decisions 

the software needs to make (T), and how we evaluate the 

results (P).  

Machine Learning involves: 

a)Training of a model from data  

b)Predicts/Extrapolate a decision  

c)Against a  performance measure. 

 
 



Types of Problems 
 
•Classification: Data is labelled, meaning it is assigned a class; for exampl
e spam/nonspam or fraud/nonfraud. The decision being modelled is to 
assign labels to new unlabelled pieces of data. This can be thought of as a 
discrimination problem, modelling the differences or similarities between gro
ups. 
 
•Regression: Data is labelled with a real value rather 
than a label.  Examples that are easy to understand are time series data, lik
e the price of a 
stock over time. The decision being modelled is the relationship between 
inputs and outputs.  
 
•Clustering: Data is not labelled, but can be divided into groups based on 
similarity and other measures of natural structure in the data. Organising pi
ctures by faces without names, where the human user as to assign names 
to groups, like iPhoto on a Mac. 
 
•Rule Extraction: Data is used as the basis for the extraction of 
propositional rules (antecedent/consequent or ifthen).  
 
 



What Algorithms Does Machine 
Learning Provide?  
Regression   Association Rule Learning 
Instance-based Methods  Artificial Neural Networks 
Decision Tree Learning  Deep Learning 
Bayesian    Dimensionality Reduction 
Kernel Methods   Ensemble Methods 
Clustering methods 
 
The basic idea of machine learning is to build a mathematical model based on 
training data (learning stage), predicting results for new data (prediction 
stage), and tweaking the model based on new conditions. 
What type of model?  

• Predictive  
• Classification 
• Clustering 
• Decision Oriented 
• Associative 



Source: Oracle 
 



Source: Oracle 
 



Source: Oracle 
 



INTERNET OF THINGS 
(IOT) 



Iot is About Smart Objects 
 
For an object (say a chair) to be ‘smart’ it must have five 
main features: 

1. An Identity (to be uniquely identifiable – via iPv6) 
2. A communication mechanism (i.e. a radio) and 
3. A set of sensors/actuators: 

1. Physical context (location) 
2. Social context 

4. Decisions at the “edge” (i.e. with sensory fusion and/or 
offline mode) 

5. Workflow (IFTTT) (often also at the edge) 
 
 
 
Thus, IOT is all about Data .. 
 
IoT != M2M (M2M is a subset of IoT) 



 
And 5G will provide the WAN connectivity 5G - Source – Ericsson  





IoT Relates to Automation in Three Key Ways 
(based on sensing and predicting) 

  
a)Move from exception-handling to patterns of exceptions 
over time: Are some exceptions occurring repeatedly? Do I need to 
redsign my product? Is that a new product?  
b)Move from optimization to disruption – Ownership to rental-
ship (Where are all these dynamic assets?) 
c)Move to self-learning robotics: From assembly line to self-
learning robots (Boston Dynamics), autonomous helicopters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 



Machines Generate Data  
 

Types of Big Data: 
 
•Status Data: Almost everything will have a status data. This will 
create vast amounts of data, much of it will be summarized at the 
‘edge’ 
 
•Location Data: Almost everything will have location data, even if 
that location is static. Things will be in transit (where is my 
product/car, etc.). 
 
•Machines Taking Action: Thermostat is automatically reduced 
 
•Actionable Data: Data in human actionable form—workflow—IFTT  
 
•Machines Learning by Themselves in Areas Where There are 
No “Rules”: Most interesting space (the best example is Deep 
Learning). 
 



Analytic Techniques  
∙ linear algebra   
∙ basic statistics 
∙ linear and logistic 

regression 
∙ data mining 
∙ predictive 

modelling 
∙ cluster analysis 
∙ association rules 

∙ market basket 
analysis 

∙ decision trees 
∙ time-series 

analysis 
∙ forecasting 

machine learning 
∙ Bayesian and 

Monte Carlo 
Statistics 

∙ matrix operations 
∙ sampling 

∙ text analytics 
∙ summarization 
∙ classification 
∙ primary 

components 
analysis 

∙ experimental 
design 

∙ unsupervised 
learning 

∙ constrained 
optimization 



Data Science - Beyond Statistics  
∙ Columnar 

databases 

∙ Analytic 
accelerators 

∙ Hadoop/MapReduce 

∙ NoSQL engines 

∙ Stream computing 

∙ In-memory 
analysis 

∙ Workload 
optimization 

∙ Scripting and 
development tools 

∙ Complex event 
processing 

∙ Information 
integration 

∙ Scalable storage 
infrastructure 

∙ High-capacity 
warehouse 

∙ Visualization – Data 
Discovery 

∙ Cloud 
infrastructure for 
Analytics 

∙ Amazon Elastic Map 
Reduce 

∙ Google BigTable 



Data Science for IoT:  
The role of hardware in analytics 

Processing at the Edge (Cisco and others call this Fog Computing).  
 
Alternately, we see entirely new classes of hardware specifically involved in 
Data Science for IoT (such as synapse chip for deep learning). 

http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac50/ac207/crc_new/university/RFP/rfp13078.html
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/dec/09/synapse-ibm-neural-computing-chip


Edge computing 



Different Data Formats 
∙ POS data 
∙ Social media 
∙ External feeds 
∙ Payments  
∙ Log data 
∙ Telephone 

conversations 
∙ RFID Scans 

∙ Events  
∙ Emails   
∙ Sensors 
∙ Free-form 

text 
∙ Geospatial 
∙ Audio 
∙ Still 

images/videos  

∙ Transactions 
∙ Call center 

notes 

Adapted from Ravi Kalakota PhD 



MQTT vs. COAP (source Eclipse foundation) 
The IoT needs standard protocols. 
Two of the most promising for small devices are MQTT and CoAP. 
Both MQTT and CoAP: 
   Are open standards 
   Are better suited to constrained environments than HTTP 
   Provide mechanisms for asynchronous communication 
   Run on IP 
   Have a range of implementations 
 
MQTT gives flexibility in communication patterns and acts purely as a 
pipe for binary data. 
CoAP is designed for interoperability with the web. 
MQTT is a publish/subscribe messaging protocol designed for lightweight  
M2M communications. It was originally developed by IBM and is now an 
open standard. 
 
Source: 
https://eclipse.org/community/eclipse_newsletter/2014/february/article2.php 

https://eclipse.org/community/eclipse_newsletter/2014/february/article2.php
https://eclipse.org/community/eclipse_newsletter/2014/february/article2.php


MQTT has a client/server model, where every sensor is a client and 
connects to a server, known as a broker, over TCP. 
MQTT is message oriented. Every message is a discrete chunk of 
data, opaque to the broker. 
Every MQTT message is published to an address, known as a topic. 
Clients may subscribe to multiple topics. Every client subscribed to 
a topic receives every message published to the topic. 
CoAP is the Constrained Application Protocol from the CoRE 
(Constrained Resource Environments) IETF group. 
Like HTTP, CoAP is a document transfer protocol. Unlike HTTP, 
CoAP is designed for the needs of constrained devices. 
CoAP packets are much smaller than HTTP TCP flows.  
CoAP runs over UDP, not TCP.  
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) is an alternative communications 
protocol to Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) used primarily for 
establishing low-latency and loss tolerating connections between 
applications on the Internet. 



Clients and servers communicate through connectionless 

datagrams. Retries and reordering are implemented in the 

application stack. Removing the need for TCP may allow full IP 

networking in small microcontrollers. CoAP allows UDP broadcast 

and multicast to be used for addressing. 

CoAP follows a client/server model. Clients make requests to 

servers, servers send back responses. Clients may GET, PUT, POST 

and DELETE resources. 

CoAP is designed to interoperate with HTTP and the RESTful web at 

large through simple proxies. 

Because CoAP is datagram based, it may be used on top of SMS and 

other packet based communications protocols. 
 



SENSORS AND NETWORKS 
A CLOSER LOOK 

Source: This section adapted from  A primer on the technologies building the 
IoT by  Deloitte University Press 



Types Description Examples 

Force  Measures position of object in 
either absolute terms (absolute 
position sensor) or in relative 
terms (displacement censor). Can 
be linear, angular, or multi-axis.  
 

• Potentiometer  
• Inclinometer 
• Proximity 

Occupancy and Motion Detect presence of 
people/animals in surveillance 
area (occupancy); detect 
movement of people/objects in 
surveillance area (motion). 
Immobile objects not “visible” to 
motion sensors, but are to 
occupancy sensors. 
 

• Electric Eye 
• Radar 



Type Description Examples 

Velocity and Acceleration  
 

Velocity (speed of motion) 
sensors may be linear or angular; 
indicate how fast an object 
moves along straight line, or how 
fast it rotates.  Acceleration 
sensors measure velocity 
changes. 
 

• Accelerometer 
• Gyroscope 

Force Detect whether physical force is 
applied, and whether magnitude 
of a force is beyond a set 
threshold. 
 

• Force Gauge 
• Viscometer 
• Tactile (touch) Sensor 



Type Description Examples 

Pressure Measure force (per unit area) 
applied by liquids or gases. 

• Barometer 
• Bourdon Gauge 
• Piezometer 
 

Flow Detect rate of fluid flow by 
measuring the volume (mass 
flow) or rate (flow velocity) of 
fluid passing through system in 
given period of time. 

• Anemometer 
• Mass Flow Sensor 
• Water Meter 

Acoustic Measures sound levels and 
converts information into digital 
or analog data signals. 

• Microphone 
• Geophone 
• Hydrophone 



Type  Description Examples 

Humidity Detect humidity in air or mass 
various ways (absolute hum, 
relative hum., mass ratio, etc.) 

• Hygrometer 
• Humistor 
• Soil Moisture Sensor 
 

Light Detects presence of light, 
either visible or invisible. 

• Infrared  
• Photodetector 
• Flame Detector 

Radiation Detects radiations in 
environment; can be 
sensed by scintillating or 
ionization detection.  

• Geiger-Muller Counter 
• Scintillator 
• Neutron Detector 
 



Type Description Examples 

Temperature Measures amount of heat/cold in a 
system. Two broad types: (1) contact 
temp. sensors (need to be in physical 
contact with sensed object), and (2) 
non-contact sensors measure through 
concentration and radiation. 

• Thermo-meter 
• Calorimeter  
• Temperature Gauge 

Chemical Measure concentration of chemicals in 
a system. In a mixture, sensors are 
typically selective for target chemical 
(CO2 sensor only measures CO2 levels). 

• Breathalyzer 
• Olfactometer 
• Smoke Detector 



Type Description Examples 
 

Biosensor Detects various biological 
elements (organisms, tissues, 
cells, enzymes, antibodies, 
nucleic acids). 
 

• Blood Glucose 
Biosensor 

• Pulse Oximeter 
• Electro-cardiograph 
 

Sources: Jacob Fraden, Handbook of Modern Sensors: Physics, Designs, and 
Applications,  
fourth edition (Springer: April 2010); Goran Rakocevic, “Overview of sensors for 
wireless 
sensor networks,” Internet Journals, 2004. 



  
Graphic: Deloitte University Press | DUPress.com 





DATA SCIENCE FOR IOT – 
IMPLEMENTATION MODELS  









Diagram courtesy of Mark Grover. 



Spark streaming 
https://spark.apache.org/docs/0.9.0/img/streaming-arch.png 

https://spark.apache.org/docs/0.9.0/img/streaming-arch.png


COMPLEX EVENT  
PROCESSING  





For example: 
•Complex event processing involves combining outputs of multiple 
sensors and inferring events from readings, even when the event is not 
directly observed by a specific sensor.  
 
•For Complex event processing, we also need to add statistical models, 
such as likelihood, confidence, and probability, using techniques like 
Bayesian networks, neural networks, Dempster-
Shafer methods, Kalman filters, etc (ex care home; image Guardian). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
– image source –  
http://teresapearce.co.uk/wp- 
content/uploads/2009/11/old460.jpg 
 

http://teresapearce.co.uk/wp-
http://teresapearce.co.uk/wp-
http://teresapearce.co.uk/wp-




STREAMING 





Source: The 8 Requirements of Real-Time Stream Processing  
By Michael Stonebraker et al 
 
 





Most CEP Solutions and Concepts can be Classified into Two Main 
Categories:  

 
•Aggregation-oriented CEP:  Focuses on executing on-line algorithms 
as a response to event data entering the system (for example, to 
continuously calculate an average based on data in the inbound 
events). 
•Detection-oriented CEP:  Focuses on detecting combinations of events 
called event patterns or situations (for example, detecting a situation 
is to look for a specific sequence of events.) 
 
 
For IoT, CEP techniques are concerned with deriving a higher order 
value/abstraction from discrete sensor readings. 
 
CEP Techniques:  
 *Bayesian networks *Dempster Shafer methods 
 *Neural networks  *Kalman filters, etc 



STREAMING ANALYTICS 



Streaming Analytics 
Real-time systems differ in the way they perform analytics. Specifically,  real-
time  systems  perform  analytics  on  short-
time  windows  for  data  streams.  Hence, the scope  of  real-time analytics 
is a ‘window’ which typically encompasses the last few time slots. Making 
predictions on real-time data streams involves building an offline model and 
applying it to a stream. Models incorporate one or more machine learning 
algorithms, which are trained using the training data. Models are first built 
offline based on historical data (spam, credit card fraud, etc). Once built, the 
model can be validated against a real time system to find deviations in the 
real time stream data. Deviations beyond a certain threshold are tagged as 
anomalies. 
IoT ecosystems can create many logs depending on the status of IoT devices. 
By collecting these logs for a period of time and analyzing the sequence of 
event patterns, a model to predict a fault can be built including the 
probability of failure for the sequence. This model to predict failure is then 
applied to the stream (online). A technique like the Hidden Markov model can 
be used for detecting failure patterns based on the observed sequence. CEP 
can be used to combine events over a time frame (i.e. in the last one minute) 
and co-relate patterns to detect the failure pattern. 



EDGE PROCESSING 



Edge Processing 
Many vendors, like Cisco and Intel, are proponents of edge 
processing  (also  called  edge  computing).  The  main  idea behind 
edge computing is to push processing away from the core and 
towards the edge of the network. For IoT, that means pushing 
processing towards the sensors or a gateway. This enables data to be 
initially processed at the edge device, possibly enabling smaller 
datasets sent to the core. Devices at the edge may not be 
continuously connected to the network. Hence, these devices may 
need a copy of the master data/reference data for processing in an 
offline format. Edge devices may also include other features, such as: 
•    Apply rules and workflow against that data 
•    Take action as needed 
•    Filter and cleanse the data 
•    Store local data for local use 
•    Enhance security 
•    Provide governance admin controls 



We can extend the idea of ‘machines teaching other machines’ more 
generically within the enterprise.  
 
Any entity in an enterprise can train other ‘peer’ entities in the enterprise. That 
could be buildings learning from other buildings, or planes or oil rigs.  
 
We see early examples of this approach in salesforce.com and Einstein.   
 
Longer term, reinforcement learning is the key technology that drives the 
IoT and AI layer for the Enterprise, but initially any technologies that 
implement self-learning algorithms would help for this task. (Image source – 
fanuc) 
 
 







WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING  



What is the best way to train ‘Big Data’ algorithms? 
Training machines is a ‘hard’ problem as I will explain ..  



How to train a Big Data algorithm? 
Start with the Rules and apply them to Data OR  Start with 
the data and find the rules from the Data 

The Top-down approach involved writing enough rules for all 
possible circumstances.  But this approach is obviously 
limited by the number of rules and by its finite rules base. 
  
Bottom up approach:  where there are no rules :  
a)No models(schema), 
b)Linearity(sequence) and hierarchy is not known 
c)Non deterministic – output is not known  
d)Problem domain is not finite 
 
In contrast – transactional computing is straight forward 



∙ 10 million images from YouTube videos – recognise pictures of Cats  
- without telling what a cat is 

∙ Apply them to real problems” such as image recognition, search, 
and natural-language understanding, 

  





Big Data – training big Data  
∙Siri and Facebook face recogniton  

∙The idea here is to learn from experience. The experience was 
provided by ‘labelled data’. (Spam/No spam)  
 
∙However, most data (pictures, video feeds, sounds, etc.) is not 
labelled and if it is, it’s not labelled well. the problem domain is not 
finite(there are infinite options)   
 
∙Deep learning systems are possible to implement now because of 
three reasons: High CPU power, Better Algorithms and the 
availability of more data. Over the next few years, these factors 
will lead to more applications of Deep learning systems 
 
∙They address problems that humans an find solutions to quickly – 
ex what is a cat .. Vs what is a dog .. But Computers cannot 



∙ 10 million images from YouTube videos – recognise pictures of Cats  
- without telling what a cat is 

∙ Apply them to real problems” such as image recognition, search, 
and natural-language understanding, 

  



Chess vs.. Cat: Second is very hard (for a Compuer) but is 
easy for a Child!   

How does Deep Learning help to solve the intuitive problem 
The whole objective of Deep Learning is to solve ‘intuitive’ problems 
i.e. problems characterized by High dimensionality and no rules.   
  
Deep learning allows computers to solve intuitive 
problems because: 
∙With Deep learning, Computers can learn from experience but also 
can understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts – 
where each concept is defined in terms of simpler concepts. 
∙The hierarchy of concepts is built ‘bottom up’ without predefined 
rules  
∙This is similar to the way a child learns ‘what a dog is’ i.e. by 
understanding the sub-components of a concept ex  the 
behavior(barking), shape of the head, the tail, the fur etc and then 
putting these concepts in one bigger idea i.e. the Dog itself. 



Image and example source: Yoshua Bengio book – Deep Learning 

http://www-labs.iro.umontreal.ca/%7Ebengioy/dlbook/


For example: From the pixels, the first hidden layer identifies the 
edges 
From the edges, the second hidden layer identifies the corners and 
contours 
From the corners and contours, the third hidden layer identifies the 
parts of objects 
Finally, from the parts of objects, the fourth hidden layer identifies 
whole objects 
  
Image and example source: Yoshua Bengio book – Deep Learning 
 
Computers can be trained to recognize images by showing them 
photos of objects along with the name of the object. From many 
different views of the same object the computer assembles a sort of 
fuzzy model that fits them all and will match a new image of the 
same object.  
 
“Deep” networks use several layers of simulated neurons to work at 
several levels of abstraction: One level recognizes that a picture is 
of a four-legged animal, another that it’s a cat, and another narrows 
it to “Siamese.” 
 

http://www-labs.iro.umontreal.ca/%7Ebengioy/dlbook/


Where are these techniques being used 
∙Deep learning could help to more accurately predict a patient’s 
outcome from images of his or her cancer. 
∙Deep learning algorithms can help train computers to pick out 
potentially useful drug molecules from hundreds of millions of 
candidates.  



And its coming to mobile phones!  



∙ In a groundbreaking paper published today in Nature, a team of 
researchers led by DeepMind co-founder Demis Hassabis reported 
developing a deep neural network that was able to learn to play such 
games at an expert level. What makes this achievement all the more 
impressive is that the program was not given any background 
knowledge about the games. It just had access to the score and the 
pixels on the screen. 

∙ It didn’t know about bats, balls, lasers or any of the other things we 
humans need to know about in order to play the games. 

∙ But by playing lots and lots of games many times over, the computer 
learnt first how to play, and then how to play well. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature14236
http://deepmind.com/


Once trained (features are selected), the input vectors are 
transformed into a better representation and these are in turn 
passed on to a real classifier such as SVM or Logistic 
regression.  This can be represented as below. 

Source: ELEG 5040 Advanced Topics on Signal Processing (Introduction to 
Deep Learning) by Xiaogang Wang 



Deep Learning and Feature learning 
Deep Learning can be hence seen as a more complete, 
hierarchical and a ‘bottom up’ way for feature extraction and 
without human intervention.  
Source: ELEG 5040 Advanced Topics on Signal Processing 
(Introduction to Deep Learning) by Xiaogang Wang 





AI – DEEP LEARNING – MACHINE 
LEARNING 



AI vs. Deep Learning vs. Machine Learning 
Before we explore types of AI applications, we need to also discuss 
the differences between the three terms AI vs. Deep Learning vs. 
Machine Learning. 
The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) implies a machine that can 
Reason. A more complete list or AI characteristics (source David 
Kelnar) is 
1.Reasoning: the ability to solve problems through logical deduction 
2.Knowledge representation: the ability to represent knowledge 
about the world (the understanding that there are certain entities, 
events and situations in the world; those elements have properties; 
and those elements can be categorized.) 
3.Planning: the ability to set and achieve goals (there is a specific 
future state of the world that is desirable, and sequences of actions 
can be undertaken that will effect progress towards it) 
4.Communication: the ability to understand written and spoken 
language. 
5.Perception: the ability to deduce things about the world from 
visual images, sounds and other sensory inputs. 

https://medium.com/@dkelnar
https://medium.com/@dkelnar


The holy grail of AI is artificial general intelligence (aka like 
Terminator!) that allows machines to function independently in a 
normal human environment. What we see today is mostly narrow AI 
(ex like the NEST thermostat). AI is evolving rapidly. A range of 
technologies drive AI currently. These include: image recognition and 
auto labelling, facial recognition, text to speech, speech to text, auto 
translation, sentiment analysis, and emotion analytics in image, 
video, text, and speech. Source: Bill Vorhies  AI Apps  have also 
reached accuracies of 99% in contrast to 95% just a few years back. 
  
Improvements in Deep Learning algorithms drive AI.  Deep 
Learning algorithms can detect patterns without the prior definition of 
features or characteristics. They can be seen as a hybrid form of 
supervised learning because you must still train the network with a 
large number of examples but without the requirement for 
predefining the characteristics of the examples (features). Deep 
Learning networks have made vast improvements both due to the 
algorithms themselves but also due to better hardware(specifically 
GPUs) 

http://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/ai-vs-deep-learning-vs-machine-learning


Finally, in a broad sense, the term Machine 

Learning means the application of any algorithm 

that can be applied against a dataset to find a 

pattern in the data. This includes algorithms like 

supervised, unsupervised, segmentation, 

classification, or regression. Despite their 

popularity, there are many reasons why Deep 

learning algorithms will not make other Machine 

Learning obsolete 



THE DYNAMICS BETWEEN AI AND 
IOT  



How does Artificial Intelligence (AI)  apply to Internet of 
Things(IoT)? 
 
AI / Machine Learning for Data Science is far more than applying predictive 
algorithms to an IoT dataset. Indeed, as we shall see below:  I believe that 
we are seeing the need for a new type of Engineer who will combine 
learnings from Electronics(IoT) with  Machine learning, AI, Robotics, Cloud  
and Data management (devops) 



Background 
AI is based on Deep Learning algorithms. Deep Learning 
involves automatic feature detection from data. AI techniques 
can be applied to a range of Data types including: Images 
and sound (CNNs), Transactional data, Sequences (LSTMs), 
Text (Natural Language Processing) and Behaviour 
(Reinforcement learning). With this background, let us see 
how these ideas apply to IoT 
 
AI techniques extend machine learning strategies in 
four ways: 
1.Complex decisions based on detecting a large number of 
hidden or hierarchical influencers 
2.Self learning 
3.Self-healing 
4.Autonomous decision making 



By considering more complex decisions (many more 
influencers), AI techniques extend traditional Machine learning 
strategies(like Anomaly detection). We have to now address 
questions such as: 
 
▪What decisions are suited for AI? 
▪Where can they be made? 
▪How can the decisions be made? (mechanism) 
▪How can they be propagated? 
▪What is the Impact? 
 
This involves implementation of models like the Digital Twin 
and Continuous learning. The domains most likely to be 
impacted by the deployment of AI with IoT include: 
Automotive – Self driving cars; Smart cities and Cloud 
robotics 



Some additional notes 
▪Data Science for IoT starts involves working with Time series 
data (using models like ARIMA) and then we consider a range of 
technologies relevant to IoT including LSTMs 
▪Differences between traditional datasets and IoT Datasets 
include processing of noise, skew etc 
▪Because voice interfaces like Alexa have a role in 
interacting with sensors including Automotive applications, 
Natural language processing will play a part with IoT 
▪The combination of AI and IoT could play a role in Cyber 
security 
▪feature engineering for IoT is complex and could involve 
working with the Device. This could be helped by AI in case of 
complex devices which comprise a large number of sensors(ex 
locomotives) 
▪Frequency domain analysis  like fast Fourier transforms have 
a role to play 



















NVIDIA Isaac Robotic Simulator 

NVIDIA Isaac is an end-to-end simulation system for training 

and testing AI-powered robots in complex, high-fidelity 3D 

environments. Isaac includes a rich set of deep learning 

tools, physics solvers, robotic components, and advanced 

rendering, providing a safe, easy, and efficient way for 

teams to virtually research and develop cutting-edge AI 

agents and then deploy to real-world robots. 



THE FASTER, SAFER, SMARTER WAY TO TRAIN ROBOTS 

AI is driving huge advances that enable robots to better solve 

problems and understand and interact with their environments. But 

training a physical robot can be expensive, time-consuming, and in 

some cases dangerous. 

NVIDIA Isaac gives you the power to take training virtual with a 

suite of development tools for high-fidelity simulation and advanced 

real-time rendering. It’s an AI-based software platform that lets 

developers train their virtual robot using detailed and highly realistic 

test scenarios. They can then simulate them in minutes--tasks that 

would otherwise take months to perform. And because the system is 

completely virtual, there’s no risk of damage or injury. 





NVIDIA announced the NVIDIA Metropolis™ intelligent video 

analytics platform today at the GPU Technology Conference 

(GTC) in San Jose, CA. 

 

Metropolis makes cities safer and smarter by applying deep 

learning to video streams for applications such as public 

safety, traffic management and resource optimization. More 

than 50 NVIDIA AI city partner companies are already 

providing products and applications that use deep learning 

on GPUs, many of which will be on display this week at this 

week’s GTC. 



NVIDIA Metropolis is an edge-to-cloud platform for intelligent video 
analytics, designed to pave the way to smarter, safer cities. 













 TENSORFLOW AND KERAS 
IMPLEMENTATION   

THIS SECTION PARTLY ADAPTED FROM BOOK DEEP LEARNING WITH KERAS CODE SOURCE 
HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/PACKTPUBLISHING/DEEP-LEARNING-WITH-KERAS 





Installation: 
 
https://docs.continuum.io/anaconda/install/ 
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/ 
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/install_linux#InstallingNativePip 
$ sudo apt-get install python-pip python-dev   # for Python 
2.7 
  
https://keras.io/#installation 
sudo pip install keras 
 

https://docs.continuum.io/anaconda/install/
https://www.tensorflow.org/install/
http://installingnativepip
http://installation
http://installation


Artificial Intelligence (AI) is based on Deep Learning 
models 
 
In it’s purest sense, Deep Learning involves automatic 
feature detection. 
 
This needs a lot of labelled data. Deep Learning / AI has 
taken off for many image based applications. Many Deep 
Learning applications also work in academic or simulated 
settings (ex: virtual game scenarios). One of the reasons 
is: we have a lot of labelled data for these scenarios (or 
the data can be acquired relatively easily ex by playing a 
game). The same is not true of many other applications. 
 
Specifically,   for Enterprise AI applications – many of 
which are transactional. 
 



we want to learn complex functions so as to allow computers 

to model our world well enough to exhibit what we call 

intelligence.  

To achieve this, it is clear that a large quantity of information 

about our world should somehow be stored, explicitly or 

implicitly, in the computer.  

 

Ultimately, we ask .. Do we have algorithms that can infer 

enough semantic concepts to be able to interact with most 

humans using these concepts?  
 



Artificial neural networks can be viewed as weighted 
directed graphs in which artificial neurons are nodes and 
directed edges with weights are connections between 
neuron outputs and neuron inputs. 
  



weighted inputs based on their synaptic interconnection in 
artificial neural network. 
 



Architecture of Artificial Neural Networks 
  
A typical neural network contains a large number of artificial 
neurons called units arranged in a series of layers. 
  
In typical artificial neural network, comprises different layers 
- 



•Input layer - It contains those units (artificial neurons) 
which receive input from the outside world on which network 
will learn, recognize about or otherwise process. 
  
•Output layer - It contains units that respond to the 
information about how it's learned any task. 
• 
•Hidden layer - These units are in between input and 
output layers. The job of hidden layer is to transform the 
input into something that output unit can use in some way. 
  
Most neural networks are fully connected that means to say 
each hidden neuron is fully connected to the every neuron in 
its previous layer(input) and to the next layer (output) layer. 
 
The neural network learns by adjusting its weights and bias 
(threshold) iteratively to yield desired output.  
 



Types of Neural Network 





Perceptron - Neural Network having two input units and 
one output units with no hidden layers. These are also known 
as ‘single layer perceptrons. 
  
Multilayer Perceptron - These networks use more than 
one hidden layer of neurons, unlike single layer perceptron. 
These are also known as deep feedforward neural networks. 
  
Recurrent Neural Network - Type of neural network in 
which hidden layer neurons has self-connections. Recurrent 
neural networks possess memory. At any instance, hidden 
layer neuron receives activation from the lower layer as well 
as it previous activation value. 



Popular Learning Algorithms used in Neural Network 

  

Gradient Descent - This is the simplest training algorithm used in 

case of supervised training model. In case, the actual output is 

different from target output, the difference or error is found out. 

The gradient descent algorithm changes the weights of the 

network in such a manner to minimize this error. 

Back propagation - It is an extension of gradient based delta 

learning rule. Here, after finding an error (the difference between 

desired and target), the error is propagated backward from output 

layer to the input layer via hidden layer. It is used in case of 

multilayer neural network. 



Other learning algorithms 

•Hebb Rule 

•Self - Organizing Kohonen Rule 

•Hopfield law 

•LMS algorithm (Least Mean Square) 

•Competitive Learning 



Introduction to TensorFlow 

TensorFlow  is a Python library  for fast numerical  

computing  created  and released by Google. It is a 

foundation  library that  can be used to create deep learning 

models directly or by using wrapper  libraries that  simplify 

the process built  on top of TensorFlow.   



What is TensorFlow? 

TensorFlow  is an  open  source library  for fast  numerical  

computing.  It  was created  and  is maintained by Google 

and  released  under  the  Apache  2.0 open source license.   



 
Computation is described  in terms  of data  flow and operations  
in the structure of a directed graph. 
 
•Nodes: Nodes perform computation  and have zero or more 
inputs and outputs.  Data that moves between nodes are known 
as tensors,  which are multi-dimensional arrays  of real values. 
•Edges:  The  graph  defines the  flow of data,  branching, 
looping  and  updates to  state. Special edges can be used to 
synchronize behavior within the graph, for example waiting for 
computation on a number of inputs  to complete. 
•Operation:  An operation is a named abstract  computation  
which can take input attributes and produce output  attributes. 
For example, you could define an add or multiply operation. 



What is Keras? 
Keras  is a minimalist  Python library  for deep  learning  that can  run  
on top  of Theano  or TensorFlow.   It was developed  to make 
developing  deep learning  models as fast and  easy as possible for 
research and development.  It runs on Python  2.7 or 3.5 and can 
seamlessly execute on GPUs and CPUs given the underlying 
frameworks.  It is released under the permissive MIT license. Keras 
was developed and maintained  by Franciois Chollet, a Google 
engineer using four guiding principles: 
•Modularity:  A model can be understood as a sequence or a graph 
alone. All the concerns of a deep learning model are discrete 
components that  can be combined in arbitrary  ways. 
•Minimalism:  The  library  provides  just  enough  to  achieve  an  
outcome,  no frills and maximizing readability. 
•Extensibility:  New components are intentionally  easy to add and use 
within the frame- work, intended  for developers to trial  and explore 
new ideas. 
•Python:  No separate  model files with custom file formats.  
Everything  is native Python. 



Theano and TensorFlow Backends for  Keras 

 

Keras  is a  lightweight API  and  rather than  providing  an  

implementation of the  required mathematical operations  

needed for deep learning it provides a consistent interface to 

efficient numerical libraries called backends. We use 

Tensorflow as backend 



The focus of Keras is the idea of a model. The main type of model 

is a sequence of layers called a Sequential which is a linear stack  

of layers.  You create  a Sequential and add layers to it in the  

order that you wish for the  computation to be performed.  Once 

defined, you compile the  model which makes use of the  

underlying  framework  to optimize  the  computation to be 

performed by your model. In this you can specify the loss function 

and the optimizer to be used. 

Once compiled,  the  model must  be fit to data.   This  can be done 

one batch  of data  at  a time or by firing off the entire model 

training  regime.  



We can summarize the construction  of deep learning models 
in Keras as follows: 
 
1. Define your model. Create  a Sequential model and add 
configured layers. 
2. Compile your model.  Specify loss function  and  optimizers  
and  call the  compile() 
function on the model. 
3. Fit your model. Train  the model on a sample of data  by 
calling the fit() function on the model. 
4. Make predictions.   Use the  model  to  generate  
predictions on new data  by  calling functions such as 
evaluate() or predict() on the model.  



The first example of Keras code 
 
The initial building block of Keras is a model, and the 
simplest model is called sequential. A sequential Keras model 
is a linear pipeline (a stack) of neural networks layers. This 
code fragment defines a single layer with 12 artificial 
neurons, and it expects 8 input variables (also known as 
features): 

from  keras.models  import  Sequential model =  
Sequential() 
model.add(Dense(12, input_dim=8, 
kernel_initializer='random_uniform')) 



Each neuron can be initialized with specific weights. Keras 

provides a few choices, the most common of which are listed as 

follows: 

•random_uniform: Weights are initialized to uniformly random 

small values in (-0.05, 0.05). In other words, any value within 

the given interval is equally likely to be drawn. 

•random_normal: Weights are initialized according to a Gaussian, 

with a zero mean and small standard deviation of 0.05. For those 

of you who are not familiar with a Gaussian, think about a 

symmetric bell curve shape. 

•zero: All weights are initialized to zero. 

A full list is available at https://keras.io/initializations/. 

  

https://keras.io/initializations/


Activation functions – how they fit in 



Activation function — sigmoid 

The sigmoid function is defined as follows: 

Activation function — ReLU 
Recently, a very simple function called rectified linear unit 
(ReLU). the function is zero for negative values, and it 
grows linearly for positive values: 



A real example — recognizing handwritten digits 

•we will build a network that can recognize handwritten numbers. 

•For achieving this goal, we use MNIST (for more information, refer 

to http://yann.lecun.com – MNIST is like the hello world of Deep 

Learning 

/exdb/mnist/),  

•a database of handwritten digits made up of a training set of 60,000 

examples and a test set of 10,000 examples.  

•The training examples are annotated by humans with the correct 

answer.  

•For instance, if the handwritten digit is the number three, then 

three is simply the label associated with that example. 

http://yann.lecun.com/


One-hot encoding — OHE 

A process to transform categorical (non-numerical) features 

into numerical variables. For instance, the categorical feature 

digit with the value d in [0-9] can be encoded into a binary 

vector with 10 positions, which always has 0 value, except 

the d-th position where a 1 is present.  
 



https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners 

Each image is 28 pixels by 28 pixels. We can interpret this as 

a big array of numbers. We can flatten this array into a 

vector of 28x28 = 784 numbers. 



https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners 

We thus have a tensor (an n-dimensional array) with a shape 

of [55000, 784]. The first dimension is an index into the list 

of images and the second dimension is the index for each 

pixel in each image. Each entry in the tensor is a pixel 

intensity between 0 and 1, for a particular pixel in a 

particular image. 



https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners 



https://www.tensorflow.org/get_started/mnist/beginners 



Defining a simple neural net in Keras 
We start with a very simple neural network and then progressively 

improve it. 

•Keras provides suitable libraries to load the dataset and split it into 

training sets X_train, used for fine-tuning our net, and tests set 

X_test, used for assessing the performance.  

•Data is converted into float32 for supporting GPU computation and 

normalized to [0, 1].  

•In the simplest cases, normalization of ratings means adjusting 

values measured on different scales to a notionally common scale, 

often prior to averaging 
 



• The input layer has a neuron associated with each pixel in 

the image for a total of 28 x 28 = 784 neurons, one for 

each pixel in the MNIST images. 

• Typically, the values associated with each pixel are 

normalized in the range [0, 1] (which means that the 

intensity of each pixel is divided by 255, the maximum 

intensity value). The output is 10 classes, one for each digit 

• The final layer is a single neuron with activation function 

softmax, which is a generalization of the sigmoid function. 

Softmax aggregates 10 answers provided by the previous 

layer with 10 neurons as a probability 
 



Once we define the model, we have to compile the model so 

that it can be executed by the Keras backend (either Theano 

or TensorFlow).  

Here we need to 

•select the optimizer that is the specific algorithm used to 

update weights while we train our model 

•select the objective function that is used by the optimizer to 

navigate the space of weights (also called loss function/loss 

minimization) 

•We need to evaluate the trained model 



Some common choices for the objective function (a complete 

list of Keras objective functions is at 

https://keras.io/objectives/) are as follows: 

 

•MSE: This is the mean squared error between the 

predictions and the true values. Mathematically, if   is a 

vector of n predictions, and Y is the vector of n observed 

values, then they satisfy the following equation: 



These objective functions average all the mistakes made for 

each prediction, and if the prediction is far from the true 

value, then this distance is made more  evident by the 

squaring operation. 

 

Binary cross-entropy: This is the binary logarithmic loss. This 

objective function is suitable for binary labels prediction. 

Categorical cross-entropy: This is the multiclass logarithmic 

loss. This objective function is suitable for multiclass labels 

predictions. It is also the default choice in association with 

softmax activation.  

 
 



Some common choices for metrics (a complete list of Keras 

metrics is at https://keras.io/metrics/) are as follows: 

 

•Accuracy: This is the proportion of correct predictions with 

respect to the targets  

•Precision: This denotes how many selected items are 

relevant for a multilabel classification 

•Recall: This denotes how many selected items are relevant 

for a multilabel classification 



Compiling a model in Keras is easy: 
 

model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy',  
optimizer=OPTIMIZER, metrics=['accuracy']) 

 
Once the model is compiled, it can be then trained with the 
fit() function, which specifies a few parameters: 
 
•epochs: This is the number of times the model is exposed to 
the training set. At each iteration, the optimizer tries to adjust 
the weights so that the objective function is minimized. 
•batch_size: This is the number of training instances observed 
before the optimizer performs a weight update. 



Training a model in Keras is very simple. Suppose we want to 
iterate for NB_EPOCH steps: 
 
history =  model.fit(X_train, Y_train, batch_size=BATCH_SIZE,  

epochs=NB_EPOCH, verbose=VERBOSE, 
validation_split=VALIDATION_SPLIT) 

 
We reserved part of the training set for validation. The key idea 
is that we reserve a part of the training data for measuring the 
performance on the validation while training. This is a good 
practice to follow for any machine learning task, which we will 
adopt in all our examples. 
 
Once the model is trained, we can evaluate it on the test set 
that contains new unseen examples. In this way, we can get 
the minimal value reached by the objective function and best 
value reached by the evaluation metric. 



Note that the training set and the test set are, of course, 

rigorously separated. There is no point in evaluating a model 

on an example that has already been used for training. 

Learning is essentially a process intended to generalize unseen 

observations and not to memorize what is already known: 

 

score =  model.evaluate(X_test,  Y_test,  verbose=VERBOSE) 

print("Test score:", score[0]) 

print('Test accuracy:', score[1]) 

 

92% accuracy. Can we improve it? (baseline) 
 



Improving the simple net in Keras with hidden layers 

 

A first improvement is to add additional layers to our network. 

So, after the input layer, we have a first dense layer with the 

N_HIDDEN neurons and an activation function relu.  

By adding two hidden layers, we reached 94% accuracy. 

Further improving the simple net in Keras with dropout 

A second improvement is very simple. We decide to randomly 

drop with the dropout probability some of the values propagated 

inside our internal dense network of hidden layers. In machine 

learning, this is a well-known form of regularization. as we see 

from the two graphs accuracy increase and at 250 epochs the 

two curves merge. So we do not need to train beyond that  
 
 



Epochs We can divide the dataset of 2000 examples into 

batches of 500 then it will take 4 iterations to complete 

1 epoch. One Epoch is when an ENTIRE dataset is passed 

forward and backward through the neural network only ONCE. 
 
 



A neural network is essentially a composition of multiple functions 
with thousands, and sometimes millions, of parameters. Each 
network layer computes a function whose error should be minimized 
in order to improve the accuracy observed during the learning phase. 
When we discuss backpropagation, we will discover that the 
minimization game is a bit more complex than our toy example. 
However, it is still based on the same intuition of descending a 
valley. 
Keras implements a fast variant of gradient descent known as 
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and two more advanced 
optimization techniques known as RMSprop and Adam. RMSprop 
and Adam include the concept of momentum (a velocity component) 
in addition to the acceleration component that SGD has. This allows 
faster convergence at the cost of more computation. A full list of 
Keras-supported optimizers is at https://keras.io/optim izers/. SGD was 
our default choice so far. So now let's try the other two. It is very 
simple, we just need to change few lines: 

https://keras.io/optimizers/


As you can see in the preceding screenshot, RMSprop is 
faster than SDG since we are able to achieve an accuracy of 
97.97% on training, 97.59% on validation, and 97.84% on 
the test improving SDG with only 20 iterations. For the sake 
of completeness, let's see how the accuracy and loss change 
with the number of epochs, as shown in the following 
graphs: 



OK, let's try the other optimizer, Adam(). It is pretty simple, 
as follows: 
 
OPTIMIZER =  Adam() #  optimizer 
 
As we have seen, Adam is slightly better. With Adam, we 
achieve 98.28% accuracy on training, 98.03% on validation, 
and 97.93% on the test with 20 iterations, as shown in the 
following graphs: 



This is our fifth variant, and remember that our initial 

baseline was at 92.36%. 

 

So far, we made progressive improvements; however, the 

gains are now more and more difficult. Note that we are 

optimizing with a dropout of 30%. For the sake of 

completeness, it could be useful to report the accuracy on 

the test only for other dropout values with Adam() chosen as 

optimizer, as shown in the following graph: 



Increasing the number of epochs 
Let's make another attempt and increase the number of 
epochs used for training from 20 to 200. Unfortunately, this 
choice increases our computation time by 10, but it gives us 
no gain. 
The experiment is unsuccessful, but we have learned that if 
we spend more time learning, we will not necessarily improve. 
Learning is more about adopting smart techniques and not 
necessarily about the time spent in computations. Let's keep 
track of our sixth variant in the following graph: 



Controlling the optimizer learning rate 
There is another attempt we can make, which is changing the 
learning parameter for our optimizer. As you can see in the 
following graph, the optimal value is somewhere close to 0.001, 
which is the default learning rate for the optimer. Good! Adam 
works well out of the box: 



Increasing the number of internal hidden neurons 
We can make yet another attempt, that is, changing the 
number of internal hidden neurons. We report the results of the 
experiments with an increasing number of hidden neurons. We 
can see in the following graph that by increasing the complexity 
of the model, the run time increases significantly because there 
are more and more parameters to optimize. However, the gains 
that we are getting by increasing the size of the network 
decrease more and more as the network grows: 



Increasing the size of batch computation 
Gradient descent tries to minimize the cost function on all the 
examples provided in the training sets and, at the same time, 
for all the features provided in the input. Stochastic gradient 
descent is a much less expensive variant, which considers only 
BATCH_SIZE examples. So, let's see what the behavior is by 
changing this parameter. As you can see, the optimal accuracy 
value is reached for BATCH_SIZE=128: 



Hyperparameters tuning 
The preceding experiments gave a sense of what the opportunities 
for fine-tuning a net are. However, what is working for this 
example is not necessarily working for other examples. For a given 
net, there are indeed multiple parameters that can be optimized 
(such as the number of hidden  neurons, BATCH_SIZE, number of 
epochs, and many more according to the complexity of the net 
itself). 
Hyperparameter tuning is the process of finding the optimal 
combination of those parameters that minimize cost functions. The 
key idea is that if we have n parameters, then we can imagine that 
they define a space with n dimensions, and the goal is to find the 
point in this space which corresponds to an optimal value for the 
cost function. One way to achieve this goal is to create a grid in 
this space and systematically check for each grid vertex what the 
value assumed by the cost function is. In other words, the 
parameters are divided into buckets, and different combinations of 
values are checked via a brute force approach. 



Predicting output 
 
When a net is trained, it can be course be used for 
predictions. In Keras, this is very simple. We can use the 
following method: 
 

#  calculate  predictions predictions  =  model.predict(X) 
 
For a given input, several types of output can be computed, 
including a method: 
 
•model.evaluate(): This is used to compute the loss values 
model.predict_classes():  
•This is used to compute category outputs 
model.predict_proba():  
•This is used to compute class probabilities 
 



Towards a deep learning approach 

•the closer we get to the accuracy of 99%, the more 

difficult it is to improve.  



Summary 

•the basics of neural networks, more specifically,  

•what a perceptron is,  

•what a multilayer perceptron is,  

•how to define neural networks in Keras,  

•how to progressively improve metrics once a good baseline is 

established, and how to fine-tune the hyperparameter's 

space. In addition to that, you now also have an intuitive idea 

of what some useful activation functions (sigmoid and ReLU) 

are, and how to train a network with backpropagation 

algorithms based on either gradient descent, on stochastic 

gradient descent, or on more sophisticated approaches, such 

as Adam and RMSprop. 
 



 METHODOLOGY FOR SOLVING AI 
AND IOT PROBLEMS 



Introduction 
Here, we present the steps for IoT and AI projects. The basic approach is .. 
We first try and understand how to solve any Data Science problem and 
then we consider  

  

Datasets 
There are a range of datasets on the web now 

http://appliedpredictivemodeling.com/data/   

http://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/great-sensor-datasets-to-prepare-
your-next-career-move-in-iot-int  

 How were data sources derived 
∙How is Data downloaded 
∙How frequently is Data updated 
∙Does the data cover the problem statement 

∙ Is additional data needed 

 

http://appliedpredictivemodeling.com/data/
http://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/great-sensor-datasets-to-prepare-your-next-career-move-in-iot-int
http://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/great-sensor-datasets-to-prepare-your-next-career-move-in-iot-int


Problem statement and Scope 
The problem statement is the most important part of your project.  This 
should define the scope in context of the dataset(s) that you have access 
to.  

∙Define the problem statement narrowly with as much detail as possible  

∙Define the quantity you are trying to predict or classify 

∙Outline the impact ex if Air pollution is decreased by X .. it helps to 
improve respiratory diseases by Y 

∙Outline all the causes of the problem even if you are not considering them 
in your experiment – ex causes of air pollution from weather related 
conditions which may be excluded from your study 

∙Define your problem in context of a wider scientific approach 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method


The big picture - Overall steps 
Overall steps for an analytics report 
Note that these steps are iterative  

1. Overview 

∙Problem Statement 

∙Objective and Scope of the Project 

∙Data Sources 

∙Tools and Techniques 

∙Limitations 

2. Data Description and Preparation 

∙Data Management 

∙Data Table 

∙Data Quality 

∙Data Preparations 



3. Exploratory Data Analysis 

∙Histogram & Box Plots 

∙Seasonality Analysis 

∙Correlation Matrix and Analysis 

4. Predictive Model Development 

∙Multiple Linear Regression & Neural Network Models & Results 

∙Validation 

∙Conclusion 

∙Recommendations 



Analytics approach 
∙Data extraction from Primary Data source as well as secondary data 
sources 

∙Data quality check 

∙Data cleaning and data preparation 

∙Study each of the variables by exploring the data 

∙Study the variables for its relevance for the study 

∙Identifying Y variable(s). 

∙Performing Univariate analysis for all variables 

∙Division of data into train and test 

∙Model Development 

∙Final Model 

∙Model Validation & Model Validation on Test 

∙Intervention Strategies and recommendations 



Working with AI/IoT problems 

see below  

Analytics approach – considerations 

Tools & Techniques, Limitations, Data – Management, Quality, 

Preparation, Missing values and Outliers 

Feature selection, Missing data, Transformations  

See section 2.2 for various methods of feature selection 

http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~tgd/publications/mlsd-ssspr.pdf  

Exploring multiple models - Predictive Model Development 

Explore multiple models. Use techniques like 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resampling_(statistics) to explore their relative 

performance. You can also use techniques like Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) Value method to validate and compare the relative performance of 

the  models. 

http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/%7Etgd/publications/mlsd-ssspr.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resampling_(statistics)


Data Science – The need for a Systems Engineering approach 

The discipline of Systems Engineering originated at Bell Labs in the 1940s 

and was popularized by the deployment of complex programs in the 

Military and at NASA 

As per the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE),  

“Systems Engineering is an engineering discipline whose responsibility is 

creating and executing an interdisciplinary process to ensure that the 

customer and stakeholder's needs are satisfied in a high quality, 

trustworthy, cost efficient and schedule compliant manner throughout a 

system's entire life cycle. ”  



Systems engineering covers aspects such as:  Interdisciplinary 
functions,  End to end management , Complex systems, 
lifecycle management, formal Requirements engineering, 
reliability, logistics etc. Systems Engineering also takes a 
‘System of Systems’ approach. Systems engineering 
problems are solved using the following steps: (as per 
INCOSE):  State the problem, Investigate Alternatives, Model 
the system, Integrate, Launch the system, Assess 
performance, Re-evaluate. They often also involve working 
with systems patterns as part of the basic ideas of 
systems thinking.  

So, how do these ideas relate to Data Science? As Data 
Science becomes more complex, the nature of the problem 
requires a more holistic approach/systems thinking approach.  
This applies especially to areas like Deep Learning 



The need for systems thinking in Data Science  

Here are two examples of the use of Systems thinking in Data 

Science 

1) Machine Learning plays only a small part in real 

world applications 

In the paper Hidden  Technical  Debt in Machine  Learning 

Systems, a team from Google says that only a small fraction 

of real-world ML systems is composed of the ML code, as 

shown by the small black box in the middle. The required 

surrounding infrastructure is vast and complex. 





The paper goes on to say 

• ML systems are complex because they have all the problems 

of maintaining traditional code in addition to a set of ML specific 

issues.  

• Complex Models Erode Boundaries Unfortunately, it is difficult 

to enforce strict abstraction boundaries for machine learning systems 

by prescribing specific intended behavior. Indeed, ML is required in 

exactly those cases when the desired behavior cannot be effectively 

expressed in software logic without dependency on external data.  

• Map-Reduce is a poor abstraction for iterative ML algorithms.  

• Data Testing, Reproducibility and Process Management  all 

add to the complexity of ML systems   



2)  tensorlayer 

tensorlayer is a new, open source initiative that addresses 

the growing complexity of deploying real-world Deep 

Learning models end to end.  TensorLayer: A Versatile 

Library for Efficient Deep  Learning Development  addresses 

a number of Systems Engineering  

The tensorlayer architecture is as below 





As you can see, Machine learning is only one component. If you 

consider an end to end (systems engineering) approach  - 

tensorlayer provides four modules :  (1) A layer module that 

provides reference  implementation of neuron  layers which can be 

flexibly interconnected to architect  neural networks, (2) A model 

module that can help manage the intermediate  states incurred 

throughout a model life-cycle, (3) A dataset module that manages 

training data which  can be used by both offline and online  

learning  systems, and (4) A workflow module that supports 

asynchronous scheduling and failure recovery for concurrent 

training jobs.  



This overcomes the problem of growing interactivity in Deep 

Learning where developers have to spend many cycles on 

integrating components for experimenting neural networks, 

managing intermediate training states, organizing training-related 

data, and enabling hyper- parameter tuning in responses to varied 

events. This makes deployment of integrated applications like 

DRLs, GANs, model cross-validation and hyper parameter 

optimization easier  



AI problems 

∙Deep Learning 

∙Automatic feature engineering 

∙Video and Image problems 

∙Many layers vs. less layers  

∙Use Other techniques in conjunction 

∙Non linear relationships between inputs and outputs 



∙ Increasingly the need for Systems engineering AI 
∙ Problems are Complex, hierarchical and non linear  
∙ Relationship between variables may be hierarcgical and difficult 

to spot 
∙ Mathematical function mapping inputs to outputs is unknown 
∙ May provide a Blackbox(not easy to explain the output) 
∙ Parameter selection requires experimentation 
∙ How many hidden layers? Hidden layers can be seen a feature 

detectors. Hence, more the layers .. in theory .. the more 
hidden (hierarchical) features you can identify(in theory!). In 
practice, this is trial and error 

∙ You will often experiment with multiple ML and DL models i.e. 
DL is part of the picture.  

∙ The volume of data 
∙ The throughput ie rate 
∙ What is the current state of the art of the prediction 
  



Data Science for IoT problems 
∙The volume of data 
∙The throughput ie rate 
∙What is the current state of the art of the prediction 
∙Most likely a Time series problem or an Image detection problem 
∙Hence, if you use DL Modelling  it’s LSTMs 
∙Also possibly Multivariate time series 
∙CEP(Complex event processing)  
∙Edge processing 
∙Possible implementation on one platform(for edge) 
∙Hardware acceleration 
∙Unique considerations for feature engineering  
∙Some problems could be solved by using Time series databases 
∙Consumer IoT vs. Industrial IoT 
∙Data Ingestion Requirements and a comparison of Data ingestion frameworks 
∙IoT Data ingestion with Kafka 
∙Exploratory statistics(ex Clustering), Descriptive(Sliding window, central tendency), 
Inferential(summarization) , Predictive techniques for Time series/IoT data 
  
 
  



Edge computing 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCSHBMTGNLUXpaUVE/view?usp=sharing 
Hardware acceleration 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCOGFyZzhuSWZPRkE/view?usp=sharing  
IoT feature engineering 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCWjQxZmNlVXpxY28/view?usp=sharing  
Complex Event Processing 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCMnlVaVBubk1wOHM/view?usp=sharing  
Time series 
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc4.htm 
Corelations between time series 
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/133155/how-to-use-pearson-correlation-
correctly-with-time-series  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCSHBMTGNLUXpaUVE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCOGFyZzhuSWZPRkE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCWjQxZmNlVXpxY28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCMnlVaVBubk1wOHM/view?usp=sharing
http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pmc/section4/pmc4.htm
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/133155/how-to-use-pearson-correlation-correctly-with-time-series
https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/133155/how-to-use-pearson-correlation-correctly-with-time-series


Time series data analysis 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCZ29hR3NsS3BzSGM/view?usp=sharing 
Time series feature selection 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCNTZrRHJoRlJ2bGs/view 
Time series databases 
https://blog.timescale.com/time-series-data-why-and-how-to-use-a-relational-database-
instead-of-nosql-d0cd6975e87c  
https://blog.timescale.com/when-boring-is-awesome-building-a-scalable-time-series-
database-on-postgresql-2900ea453ee2  
  
Knowledge discovery from Time series 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCdk5DemYwTjRDQm8/view?usp=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCZ29hR3NsS3BzSGM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCNTZrRHJoRlJ2bGs/view
https://blog.timescale.com/time-series-data-why-and-how-to-use-a-relational-database-instead-of-nosql-d0cd6975e87c
https://blog.timescale.com/time-series-data-why-and-how-to-use-a-relational-database-instead-of-nosql-d0cd6975e87c
https://blog.timescale.com/when-boring-is-awesome-building-a-scalable-time-series-database-on-postgresql-2900ea453ee2
https://blog.timescale.com/when-boring-is-awesome-building-a-scalable-time-series-database-on-postgresql-2900ea453ee2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzipSlf0e7yCdk5DemYwTjRDQm8/view?usp=sharing


IoT components 
a) where? Edge / streaming / nosql  
b) Platforms Hardware(one of Jetson, Pi, mbed) 
c) Distributed models 
d) Digital twin 
e) Temporal feature extraction 
  
Possible Modules are 
a) Configuration 
b) Data loading and feature engineering 
c) Modelling (LSTMs) 
d) Evaluation 
e) Visualization 
f) CEP(Complex event processing)  
g) Edge processing 
h) Possible implementation on one platform(for edge) 
i) Multivariate time series 



References for methodology section 

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/10/complete-study-of-factors-

contributing-to-air-pollution/ 

https://www.kaggle.com/pmarcelino/comprehensive-data-exploration-with-

python 
  

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/10/complete-study-of-factors-contributing-to-air-pollution/
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/10/complete-study-of-factors-contributing-to-air-pollution/
https://www.kaggle.com/pmarcelino/comprehensive-data-exploration-with-python
https://www.kaggle.com/pmarcelino/comprehensive-data-exploration-with-python
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